
TEAM FORMATION (DRAFT)  

 

OBJECTIVE:  To provide more flexibility in team formation allowing coaches to be involved in a draft and to 

allow the possibility of children to play with friends, – while at the same time, remaining compliant with our 

national charter and philosophy of balanced teams. 

 

DIVISION:  U8, U10, U12 and U14 divisions  

 

PLAYER RATINGS:  Player ratings will continue to serve as the primary method of ranking players, and 

building balanced teams.  The current rating process takes into account team success to promote uniformity.  As 

necessary, we will ask our Extra Coaches in the Division, the Division Coordinator, Ratings/Team Formation 

Coordinator, All Star Coaches, and opposing coaches to participate in the ratings process to improve uniformity.  

Outside of the head coach, these people should be the most knowledgeable with respect to each division.  After 

coaches complete their ratings for their own players and are reviewed by the division coordinator and ratings 

coordinator, a meeting will be held to review the ratings as needed.  Any irregularities will be addressed and a 

consensus rating can be established.  The rating of the head coach should continue to carry the greatest weight.  

The involvement of the other personnel will aim at uniformity and irregularities.  While there is no perfect 

system, this process will maximize the chances of more accurate player ratings as we will no longer rely on a 

single head coach for ratings, and instead, have input from more people.  In addition, the ratings system will 

continuously be refined with better criteria and will correlate team success with ratings.  

 

PROCESS:  MODIFIED COACH DRAFT.   

 

DIVISION COORDINATOR ROLE – PRE DRAFT: 

 

 Player ratings extracted from Blue Sombrero and sorted alphabetically (for this year need lookup 

table form eAYSO) 

 Blue Sombrero enrollment will be compared against player forms to ensure accuracy. Any 

discrepancies should be reported to the registrar. 

 Please verify with the Extra Coach and Coordinator their most current roster so that those kids 

aren’t included in the draft. 

 A wait list will be established based on volunteer commitment and date of registration.  The size 

of the wait list should be discussed with the draft coordinator and RC to ensure the proper 

number of teams and coaches based on historical attrition/growth rates. 

 The sheet will also note if the parent is a referee. 

 The sheet will make note of siblings.   

 The sheet will also note whether parent is a head coach or assistant coach. The child of head and 

assistant coaches will be slotted into a theoretical round based on their ranking and the number of 

teams.  i.e. if a coach’s child is the 15th ranked player in an 8 team draft – the slot would be 

round 2 (i.e. 15/8 < 2 and greater than 1).  Note – only one assistant coach is guaranteed. 

 If a player rating is zero or blank, please check Blue Sombrero to ensure a duplicate record 

doesn’t exist for that player.  If a duplicate exists, please take use that number and report the 

duplication to the registrar. To improve the process, parents can be used to self assess zero rated 

kids, 

 Once the list is complete, ratings sheets will be re-sorted into two groups by rating: first year 

division players; & returning division players for distribution to the coaches at the draft.  The 

draft sheet should include the following information at a minimum:  

Round No. 
AYSO 
ID 

First 
Name 

Last 
Name Gender DOB Age Division 

Current 
Rating 

1 YR 
Rating 

Head 
Coach 

Parent 
Volunteer 
Position 

 



 

 Ratings sheets will be returned to the DC at the conclusion of the draft to maintain 

confidentiality. 

 The Division Coordinator should make note (but not necessarily note on the sheet – some 

discretion is required!) any special requests by the parents that were board approved e.g. not to 

be placed with a certain coach, or an extenuating circumstance approved by the RC to be placed 

with a certain coach. 

 

 

DRAFT PROCESS 

 

 DC has meeting with coaches, with at least one Exec. Board member present. 

 Rating sheets will be distributed to the coaches & the DC will request that the coaches return the 

sheets at the end to keep the ratings confidential.  The ratings sheets will be reviewed by all – 

any clarification on ratings of players will take place prior to the first selection – after that they 

stand as is. 

 Prior to the first selection, the coaches will draw for selection order.  This selection order will 

remain throughout the remainder of the process.  However, if a HC/AC child is slotted in the first 

two rounds, they will be slotted accordingly and will not need to draw. 

 The draft will commence with the second year players being drafted first.  This will ensure a 

balance of first and second year’s players on each team since age is a major component in team 

balancing. 

 The draft will then occur in “snake-like” fashion with the coach with the first selection choosing 

from the rating sheet for second year players.  The coach may select any kid from the second 

year rating sheet.  This will represent that coach’s selection for that round unless there are 

enough kids for him/her to select again based on the selection order described above.  However, 

when the theoretical round is reached for a coach’s kid, the coach must draft his own kid in that 

round.  

 As the round progresses, the DC or Registrar will record the selection on the master sheet and 

will monitor the selection of referee parents.  The referees will be equally distributed and once a 

coach reaches his referee “quota” he may no longer select a child of a referee.  I.e. referee quota 

is # of refs / # of teams rounded up.  E.g., 17 refs/ 8 teams – 3 refs max.   Similarly, the minimum 

refs is rounded down e.g. 2 refs in this case.  The DC will ensure that each team is allocated the 

minimum refs.  A coach forfeits his right to take the last “ref” kid by passing in the slotted round 

(i.e. can’t let them drop to the bottom solely because other coaches are precluded from picking). 

 When the last coach in order chooses, that coach will then choose again (last in preceding round, 

first pick in the next round).   

 In the case of a Head Coach requesting a specific certified Assistant Coach, the same rules apply 

as that for the head coach in that the assistant coach’s son must be taken in the theoretical round 

assigned by the DC.  In the event that both the head and assistant coach’s children fall in the 

same round equitable adjustments will be made by the DC.  For example, if both kids fall in 

round 2, then they shall be taken in round 1 and 3.  If both kids fall in round 1, then they shall be 

taken in rounds 1 and 2, with an offsetting adjustment (e.g. round 3 will be skipped, and two 

picks will be made at their turn in round 4 i.e. sum 1,2,3,4 = 1,1,4,4).   The DC shall have sole 

discretion in handling special circumstances in forming balanced teams. 

 This process will repeat until all kids within a complete round are selected on that 2nd year player 

sheet.  Once less than a full round exists, coaches will be allowed to select from the second sheet.  

 The order will reverse on the second sheet, The coach who picked last in the first round on the 

first sheet will pick first in the first round on the second sheet.   

 This process will repeat until all players are selected from the first year division players.   



 After all players are selected, the teams will be reviewed as a group.  Should one team not have 

referees, the division coordinator may move kids from one team to another team.  Should the DC 

decide that a switch must be made, the DC will swap similar rated players.  Example:  Coach 

John has 3 refs on his team.  Coach Sue has 1.  The DC will move one of the 3 “ref kids” from 

John’s team to Sue’s team.  If the "refs kid" on John's team (Steve) is rated a 6, the DC will 

move Steve to Coach Sue's team, and move the child rated a 6 (Daniel) from Coach Sue's team to 

Coach John's team.  Steve is now on Coach Sue’s team and Daniel is on Coach John’s team.  

Coach Sue and Coach John now have 2 refs each. 

 At the end of the draft process, a coach may make unlimited trades of equal ranking, only if both 

coaches are in agreement of the trades, and are approved by the DC.  Trades should be made 

immediately at the conclusion of the draft. 

 Further, the DC has authority to review “player/parent request” based on extenuating 

circumstances and the DC has the authority to swap players.  The DC shall only swap like aged 

and like rated players.   

 

Post Draft 

 The DC will verify balanced teams via Blue Sombrero and/or average ratings.  Subsequent 

adjustments may be required. 

 The DC will manage add/drops based on ratings and team balancing and not necessarily first 

come/first serve as they can upset team balancing.   

 

To the extent that the player ratings are accurate, no coach will be significantly advantaged because all kids are 

rated, and coaches must select from the ratings. 

 

Special Notes: 

 

1 – If taking a sibling, you must take both siblings. The second sibling will be assigned a round to be selected 

based on ratings (same as coach’s kids). 

 


